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Performing a dance sequence 1:  
Hip Hop Haka 

CHAPTER

9
The learning covered in this chapter relates to one of the briefs for Achievement Standard 
90002 (Dance 1.2) ‘Perform dance sequences’. 
To achieve this standard you will need to perform two different dance sequences. 
By the end of this chapter you will have:
• learned a dance sequence that combines haka and hip hop movements.

Introduction
In this chapter you will learn about how to perform a sequence that is a fusion of haka 
and hip hop movements choreographed by Simone Kallil. You will watch the online 
lessons and learn three short sections of the Hip Hop Haka dance. Then you will make 
decisions about combining the three sections to make a solo or group dance sequence. 
The three sections have been choreographed to the song Poi E by Patea Mäori Club and 
you may choose to use this song or a hip hop track. The finished sequence must be at 
least 45 seconds long. 

The choreographer 

Simone Kallil, the choreographer of Hip Hop Haka, is a secondary school dance teacher 
in Auckland and has a background in hip hop, contemporary, jazz and Arabic dance. 
She was part of the Dunedin hip hop group ‘Rasa’ that performed on one tour with Major 
Flavours and Savage. Simone participates in taiaha and Mäori dance at ‘He Tua-Toatanga’ 
(The Spiritual Warrior School). 
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Hip hop dance
Hip hop dance began in the 1970s on the streets of New York City as a combination of 
breakdance and funk moves such as popping and locking. Hip hop dancers were also 
inspired by other dance genres such as Afro-American dance, the lindy hop and the 
‘twist’, as well as by musicians such as James Brown.

Hip hop is usually performed in groups, called crews, often at competitions or ‘battles’. 
In the 1980s it became hugely popular in New Zealand and around the world through 
music videos and movies such as Beat Street. Recently, New Zealand crews such as 
Dziah, ReQuest and The Bradas have taken out the top prizes at international hip hop 
competitions.

Today hip hop is often taught in studios and performed on stage in sports arenas and 
theatres. 

Hip Hop Haka uses hip hop movements such as the 6-step, slides and body pops. Some 
of the haka moves in the dance sequence are performed with the energy and accents of 
hip hop.

Haka
Haka, meaning ‘to dance’, is a Mäori style usually performed in unison by large groups. 
Haka are known for their use of body percussion, stamping feet and slapping hands, 
strong movements, legs in a wide stance, the dancers singing and displaying fierce facial 
expressions. 

Ka Mate!, the All Blacks’ haka, is possibly the most famous New Zealand dance. 
Performed for at least 100 years by the All Blacks before each game, the performance of 
Ka Mate! helps the team gather strength, intimidates the opposition, and stirs the crowd.

Haka are performed not only in preparation for ‘battle’. They can also be performed to 
welcome visitors, to acknowledge important people, to communicate political messages, 
to celebrate victory, for entertainment and on special occasions.

Below are some of the haka movements you will use in the Hip Hop Haka sequence:

Hope: hands on 
hips (females with 
fingers to the back, 
males with fingers 
to the front)
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Wiri: hand shiver/
shake

Takahia: a stamping 
movement with 
one foot

 

Tipatapata: fast, 
small step on toes 
to the side or on 
the spot, with a leg 
flick
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Tuwaewae: jump 
with a leg flick

Tu hangai toroa: 
seagull stance – leg 
flicked up at back 
and front leg bent 
outwards

Ongaonga: step 
and slide, step and 
slide then change 
direction
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Activity 9A: Comparison task Ans p. 321

Here is a list of movement features that are used in Hip Hop Haka.

• Quivering hands
• Jumping with feet lifted behind
• Stamping feet
• Chest isolations 
• Hands on hips
• Sideways foot shuffle
• Dropping to the floor
• Upright posture
• Head flicks
• Slapping forearm

• Body base using hands and feet
• Walking in a circle
• Circling arms in the air 
• Angular arm shapes
• Torso bent forward
• Slapping thighs
• Heel flicks
• Deep knee bends
• Wide stance
• Diagonal arm shapes

 

Copy the table below onto your own paper. Use the images of haka dancers and 
hip hop dancers above, to help you complete the table. Give six features that are 
characteristic of haka, and six features that are characteristic of hip hop dance.

Haka – characteristic features Hip hop dance – characteristic features
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Check this out
Combining hip hop and haka movements is not a new idea. The music video for Poi E 
and the ‘Thriller Haka’ from the film Boy both blend hip hop and haka movements. 
In the 1980s the song Poi E by the group Patea Mäori Club was a number-one hit 
in New Zealand for four weeks. The music video and song – sung completely in 
te reo Mäori – were created to promote Mäori culture in a way youth could identify 
with – hip hop.

The ‘Thriller Haka’ is performed to the song Poi E at the end of the smash-hit New 
Zealand film Boy. A spoof of Michael Jackson’s Thriller dance is performed using haka 
movements, poi and pükana, as well as movements inspired by the 1980s characters in 
the Poi E music video.

Watch and learn 
Watch the online video of Hip Hop Haka.  See esa.co.nz

Watch the video tutorial of the Hip Hop Haka and follow the steps below to learn the 
three sections of the dance. You may learn the sections in any order; for example, you 
could start with the section you find easiest, followed by the section you find most 
challenging.

See Chapter 5 for tips on learning dance and learning from a video.

Hip Hop Haka Section 1 
Before you watch Section 1 
Before watching Section 1 you need to understand some of the words that are used in the 
video: haka stance, taiaha, poi, pas de bourrée and parallel.

Haka stance
A ‘haka stance’ is used throughout this section. Look closely at the picture of a haka 
stance and copy it with your own body. 

Feet wide apart

Feet turned out

Knees turned out

Straight back

Pelvis low to ground

Shoulders back

All muscles tensed

Focus straight ahead
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Taiaha and poi

    

Some movements in Section 1 are based on the use of props, such as taiaha and poi, used 
in Mäori dance. Taiaha is a long, usually wooden, weapon originally used like a staff for 
stabbing or defending. Poi is a light ball on a string which is swung to create a variety 
of circular patterns and rhythms. Poi were originally used to prepare men for battle by 
developing hand and arm strength. They were also used to keep women’s hands flexible 
for weaving. 

Pas de bourrée

Pas de bourrée (French) (pronounced pah duh boo-RAY) is a movement of three quick 
steps that go: first foot behind, the other foot to the side and then the first foot to the front. 
Try this movement out before you see it on the video.

How do I show parallel lines?

Parallel means two straight lines that are the same distance apart for all of their length. 
For example, train tracks are parallel. The arms make parallel lines in Hip Hop Haka 
when both arms are horizontal in front of the chest near the start. The feet are in parallel 
position at the very end of Section 1, after the jump.

Watch and learn Section 1
As well as learning the movements, notice and practise the following:
• keeping positions of feet clear – e.g. one foot behind the other, or feet parallel
• making correct arm shapes – parallel lines or long extended arms 
• clenching fists to make arm and hand movements strong 
• making arms angular and really strong in the poi and taiaha movements
• making accents with the arms strong and sharp 
• co-ordinating timing of the head and feet accents
• hopping rather than walking in the tipatapata step.
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Parallel arms

Hip Hop Haka Section 2
Watch and learn Section 2 and practise:
• keeping low to the ground by bending your knees
• changing facings and focus from front to diagonals
• keeping the arms strong and angular 
• holding body shapes still.

Keeping low to the ground with strong and angular arms
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Hip Hop Haka Section 3 
Before watching Section 3, look at the images below and try out the 6-step.

What is the 6-step?

The 6-step is the basic breakdance movement. In the 6-step, the hands support the body 
while the legs move six steps in a circle around the hands.

1 2 3

4 5 6
The Hip Hop Haka 6-step

Watch and learn Section 3 and practise:
• making clear diagonal lines with your arms 
• co-ordinating feet, arms and upper-body movements
• holding both fists in line with each other (as if holding one taiaha, not two!) 
• using stomach muscles when going down to the floor.
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Diagonal lines with arms

Holding fists in line as if holding a taiaha

Combining Hip Hop Haka Sections 1, 2 and 3
Now that you have learned the three sections of Hip Hop Haka, you need to decide 
whether you will perform this as a solo or a group dance and then combine the sections 
to create one complete dance sequence.

Suggestions for performing this dance as a solo:

• Link the three sections together in any 
order you choose to create a sequence 
at least 45 seconds long.

• Add short transitions between each 
section, e.g. travel to a different 
part of the performance space using 
tipatapata.

• Add a beginning and ending, e.g. hope 
(i.e. the Mäori term) and takahia at the 
beginning.

Suggestions for performing this dance as a 
group dance:
• Apply the suggestions for a solo.
• Decide on your formations (see the 

ideas below).
• Use the locomotor movements to 

change formations at least twice.
• Add a canon (see the ideas below).
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ANSWERS

Many of the Activities in this Study Guide require answers that are specific to 
each individual student; for this reason, ‘model’ answers to such activities are not 
given here.

Activity 1A: Wide range of movement (p. 7)
1. standing on two feet body base, sitting, kneeling, lying flat on the back
2. Possible answers: one hand and one foot body base; balancing on one knee and 

shin; shoulders, upper back, head and one foot body base; lower arms, fists clasped 
together and one foot body base; one elbow, one knee and one hand; two hands.

Activity 1B: Contrast (p. 8)
floor level (lying)     contrasts  standing, or off the floor level

whole-body movement   contrasts  isolating/moving one body part

locomotor movement    contrasts  non-locomotor movement

movement using general space contrasts  movement in personal space

interrupted flow     contrasts  continuous flow

forceful energy quality   contrasts  delicate energy quality

Activity 1D: Preparing for performance (p. 10)
1. This will be different for each dancer and depends on the length of the sequence 

being performed.  
  As a guide, the dancer needs to practise the finished dance sequence approximately 

TEN times from beginning to end, without stopping, to feel confident of performing it 
clearly and accurately in front of others.

2. I need to plan my rehearsals so that I allow enough time for me and my dancers to 
practise the finished sequence at least ten times without stopping. For example, I will 
get the sequence finished in our second-to-last rehearsal and practise it three times. 
Our last rehearsal will be dedicated to practising the sequence as many times as we 
can to ensure we are showing the energy quality, focus, timing, relationships and 
other details clearly and accurately, the way I have choreographed them to be.

Activity 2B: Proximity between body parts (p. 12)
Photo A:  Right shoulder is in close proximity to right knee.  Left knee is in close proximity 

to right ankle. 
Left fingers are far away from right toes. Right fingers are near the head.

Photo B:  Right fingers are far away from right toes; head is far away from right toes; left 
fingers are far away from right fingers.
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Activity 2D: Energy qualities in tango (p. 22)
1. Adjectives stalking, slow, slithery, sudden, abrupt, quick, accented, powerful, 

dramatic, stylised, loud, quiet, march-like, intense, melancholic, staccato
2. Verbs flick (feet), turn (head), manipulate, lead, slide, lean

Activity 7A: Body language (p. 59)
This person looks as if she might be lacking confidence; feeling shy, sad, uninterested, 
tired, lethargic or depressed.

Activity 7B (p. 61)
In Photo 7.2 the dancer is not making a clear shape so it is difficult to know whether the 
arm is curved or straight. It is sort of straight but a bit bent. 

Photos 7.3 and 7.4 show straight arms.  

Photos 7.3 and 7.4 show clear shapes.

Activity 7C: Directed focus (p. 64)
The dancer in Photo 7.7 is looking on a low diagonal beyond her hands to the floor.

Possible answer: She is looking at this spot because she is performing contemporary dance 
and in contemporary dance the head is often in line with the spine and the dancer looks 
at whatever is in front of her or him when the head is in line with the spine. In this shape 
the dancer is looking at what is in front of her when her spine and head are tilted forward, 
which happens to be the floor ahead of her. The dancer’s focus also follows the diagonal 
line of her arms by looking beyond her arms and hands on a diagonal to the floor. 

Activity 7D: Expression (p. 64)
I could stand up tall with my shoulders and chest wide to show I am confident and make 
my body shapes clear. I could direct my focus clearly to show I am performing with intent 
and to create relationships with points in space or other dancers. I could use strong, 
forceful energy quality and light, delicate energy qualities to add expression and variety to 
my performance.  

Activity 8A: Pelvic floor and abdominal muscles (p. 69)
4. Strong, toned abdominal muscles are important in dance because they help us 

position our pelvis over our body base and control our weight. This means we can 
be more stable and secure in balances. Strong, toned abdominal muscles also help 
us change levels with more ease and flow.  Using our abdominal and pelvic-floor 
muscles to support our pelvis/weight when we move from floor to standing takes the 
pressure off our knee joints. Finally, strong, toned abdominal muscles help contain 
the front body wall of the torso. This helps stack the weights of pelvis, torso/chest/
shoulders and head above each other around our vertical axis, keeping our spine 
more upright. This reduces hyper-extension (over-bending), supports the spine, reduces 
pressure on our back and helps prevent getting a sore back from dancing.  
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